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Abstract  

Global environmental variations in the past two decades have contributed to a significant deviation of classic 

ecological patterns, leading to severe electricity outages triggered by extreme weather-driven phenomena. From 

the electrical safety point of view, it is essential to increase the operators’ awareness on a better understanding of 

such hazards and grid vulnerabilities, and enhance their preparedness on how to respond or mitigate the probable 

outages. This study proposes a temporary restoration strategy in response to the forecasted HILP events, founded 

based on efficient utilization of the current grid infrastructure, and aim at improving its resilience in the face of 

such extreme emergencies. The applied concept of reconfiguration is proactively planned to recover the 

electricity outages in a timely manner. In the meantime, two types of metrics are proposed to quantify both the 

grid operational and infrastructure resilience. The presented framework aids the system operator to evaluate the 

outage recovery options considering their impacts on system resilience and decide on the final plan for 

implementation. The proposed approach is applied to the IEEE 118-bus test system facing with HILP events, and 

the results reveal its applicability and efficiency.    
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Abstract  

With the integration of renewable energy, system inertia may have a trend of decreasing in recent years, which 

increases the likelihood of transient instability. Inertia has impacts on voltage profiles and such impacts vary by 

location. After the system is subject to faults on buses or on transmission lines, bus voltages change differently as 

sum of inertia varies in sites that are either near or far away from violation locations. Critical clearing time (CCT) 

is a metric assessing condition of system stability. In this talk I’ll explain how inertia changes affect CCT and 

how such impacts are location-dependent. An insightful preliminary study is carried out to reveal how inertia 

comes into play in bus voltage levels. Two case sets considering different oscillations are presented to verify 

inertia’s locational impacts on CCT.    
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